Lempel-Ziv 1977 (LZ77) parsing, matching statistics and the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) are all fundamental elements of stringology. In a series of recent papers, Policriti and Prezza (DCC 2016 and Algorithmica, CPM 2017) showed how we can use an augmented run-length compressed BWT (RLBWT) of the reverse T R of a text T , to compute offline the LZ77 parse of T in O(n log r) time and O(r) space, where n is the length of T and r is the number of runs in the BWT of T R . In this paper we first extend a well-known technique for updating an unaugmented RLBWT when a character is prepended to a text, to work with Policriti and Prezza's augmented RLBWT. This immediately implies that we can build online the LZ77 parse of T while still using O(n log r) time and O(r) space; it also seems likely to be of independent interest. Our experiments, using an extension of Ohno, Takabatake, I and Sakamoto's (IWOCA 2017) implementation of updating, show our approach is both time-and space-efficient for repetitive strings. We then show how to augment the RLBWT further -albeit making it static again and increasing its space by a factor proportional to the size of the alphabet -such that later, given another string S and O(log log n)-time random access to T , we can compute the matching statistics of S with respect to T in O(|S| log log n) time. Acknowledgements This collaboration started at Shonan seminar 126, "Computation over Compressed Structured Data" and the results from the first part of the paper were proven there.
Introduction
Indexes based on the Burrows-Wheeler Transform [4, 8] (BWT) have been in popular use for over a decade, particularly in bioinformatics, for dealing with datasets that are moderately large and compressible. Indexes based on the run-length compressed BWT [17] (RLBWT) can achieve drastically better compression on massive and highly repetitive datasets, such as databases of human genomes, but until recently their apparently inability to support fast locating queries in small space stood in the way of their widespread use. There have still been promising results published about RLBWTs, however, such as Policriti and Prezza's [23, 24, 25] recent demonstrations that we can use an augmented RLBWT of the reverse of a text to compute offline the LZ77 parse of the text quickly in space proportional to the number of runs in the BWT of the reversed text; and Ohno, Takabatake, I and Sakamoto's [20] recent practical implementation of an RLBWT that supports efficient prepending of characters. Notably, Policriti and Prezza's work led directly to Gagie, Navarro and Prezza's [10] very recent development of an RLBWT that supports fast locating while still taking space proportional to the number of runs in the BWT.
In this paper we strengthen Policriti and Prezza's result by showing how we can compute online the LZ77 parse of T , while still using O(n log r) time and O(r) space. To do this, we first extend a well-known technique for updating an unaugmented RLBWT when a character is prepended to a text, to work with Policriti and Prezza's augmented RLBWT. This result seems likely to be of independent interest since, as we will show in the full version of this paper, it can be applied to Gagie, Navarro and Prezza's RLBWT as well. Assuming that index will be used to store massive genomic databases to which new genomes will sometimes be added, the cost of even occasional rebuilding could be prohibitive. We have implemented our method of updating Policriti and Prezza's augmented RLBWT on top of Ohno et al.'s implementation of updating an RLBWT, and used it to compute the LZ77 parse online for various datasets. Our experiments show our approach is both time-and space-efficient for repetitive strings.
In the second part of this paper we show how to augment the RLBWT further -albeit making it static again and increasing its space by a factor proportional to the size of the alphabet -such that later, given another string S and O(log log n)-time random access to T , we can compute the matching statistics of S with respect to T in O(|S| log log n) time. We note that there are practical compressed data structures supporting O(log log n)-time random access to T in theory, that also usually perform well in practice. Matching statistics are a popular tool in bioinformatics and so calculating them is of independent interest [16, 19] , but in this case we are motivated by a particular application to rare-disease detection, which involves finding the minimal substrings in a genome that do not occur in a genomic database. Our result is similar to Belazzougui and Cunial's [2, 1] with two notable differences: first, they use succinct space (i.e., O(n log σ) bits, where σ is the alphabet size), whereas we use compressed space, bounded in terms of r; second, they do not consider pointers to longest matches in T as part of the matching statistics of S with respect to T , which we do.
Indexes based on the BWT, not run-length compressed, have been augmented to support functionalities far beyond standard pattern matching, but their "killer app" was DNA assembly. That may not be the case for RLBWTs: high-throughput sequencing is resulting in massive genomic databases and -although assembling genomes using entire databases as references may be interesting for, e.g., pan-genomics [26] -there are many other things we might want to do with those databases and some of them require rich query functionalities. We note that another primary task in pan-genomics, parsing a given genome into the minimum number of phrases that can each be found in a database or, similarly, computing the genomes RLZ [13] of the genome with respect to the database, is also straightforward with an RLBWT. If we want the phrases to be aligned, we can use a combination of the RLBWT and PBWT [6] .
There are already compact data structures with rich functionalities, such as straight-line programs [14] , CDAWGS [3] and compressed suffix trees [18, 9] , but none of them has caught on among practitioners the way BWTs did. At the same time as we try to improve the theoretical and practical time-and space-bounds of those data structures, therefore, we should try to extend the functionalities of the RLBWT (while keeping it practical). Even apart from the specific results we present in this paper, we hope it provides momentum for that effort.
Preliminaries
For the sake of brevity, we assume the reader is familiar with LZ77 (we consider the original version, with which phrases end with mismatch characters), matching statistics, the BWT and RLBWT and how to search with them, etc. In this section we first briefly describe our simplification of Policriti and Prezza's augmented RLBWT (without going into their algorithm for LZ77 parsing) and then we review how to update a standard BWT or RLBWT when a character is prepended to the text. Lemma 2 (see [20] 
Policriti and Prezza's augmented RLBWT

Updating an RLBWT
Online LZ77 Parsing
Our first idea is to extend the technique from Subsection 2.2 for updating an unaugmented RLBWT, to apply to an augmented RLBWT. Then we can build an augmented RLBWT for T R incrementally, starting with the empty string and iteratively prepending
. Our second idea is to mix prepending characters to a suffix of T R with backward searching for a prefix of that suffix, which is equivalent to appending characters to a prefix of T while searching for a suffix of that prefix. At this point we perform some calculations that were not necessary in Subsection 2.2 since, if we will split a run when we reinsert $, we should know the position in T of the character after where we will reinsert it.
Updating an augmented RLBWT
If there is a copy of T [i] after $ in the current BWT, we find the first such copy BWT[q], which must be the first character of a run so we have SA[q] stored. If there is no such copy, then we find the first copy BWT[q] of the smallest character lexicographically larger than 
Experimental results
We implemented in C++ the online LZ77 parsing algorithm of Theorem 4 (the source code is available at [21] ). We evaluate the performance of our method comparing with the state-of-the-art implementations for LZ77 parsing that potentially can work in the peak RAM usage smaller than n lg σ + n lg n bits. A brief explanation and setting of each method we tested is the following: LZscan [12, 15] . It runs in O(nd log(n/d)) time and (n/d) lg n bits in addition to the input string, where d is a parameter that can be used to control time-space tradeoffs. We set d so that (n/d) lg n is roughly half of the input size. h0-lz77 [22, 7] . Online LZ77 parsing based on BWT running in O(n log n) time and nH 0 + o(n log σ) + O(σ log n) bits of space. The current implementation runs in O(n log n log σ) time.
rle-lz77-1 [25, 7] . Offline LZ77 parsing algorithm based on RLBWT with two sampled suffix array entries for each run. In theory it runs in O(n log r) time and 2r lg n + r lg σ + o(r lg σ) + O(r lg(n/r) + σ lg n) bits of working space. The current implementation runs in O(n log r log σ) time. rle-lz77-2 [25, 7] . Offline LZ77 parsing algorithm based on RLBWT that theoretically runs in O(n log r) time and z(lg n + lg z) + r lg σ + o(r lg σ) + O(r lg(n/r) + σ lg n) bits of working space. The current implementation runs in O(n log r log σ) time.
rle-lz77-o [Theorem 4]. To make the parsing done in a reasonable time, our online RLBWT implementation is based on [20] , which runs faster (actually in O(n log r) time) than [7] but needs 2r lg r extra bits. Online LZ77 parsing can be done in O(n log r) time and 2r lg r + r lg n + O(r lg(n/r) + σ lg n) bits of working space.
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For the above methods other than rle-lz77-2, the output space is not counted in the working space since they compute LZ77 phrases sequentially. On the other hand, rle-lz77-2 counts z lg n bits of working space to store the starting positions of the phrases as they are not computed sequentially. We tested on highly repetitive datasets in repcorpus 3 , well-known corpus in this field, and some larger datasets created from git repositories. For the latter, we use the script [11] to create 1024MiB texts (obtained by concatenating source files from the latest revisions of a given repository, and truncated to be 1024MiB) from the repositories for boost 4 , samtools 5 and sdsl-lite 6 (all accessed at 2017-03-27). The programs were compiled using g++6.3.0 with -Ofast -march=native option. The experiments were conducted on a 6core Xeon E5-1650V3 (3.5GHz) machine using a single core with 32GiB memory running Linux CentOS7.
In Table 1 , we compare our method rle-lz77-o with rle-lz77-2, which is the most relevant to our method as well as the most space efficient one. The result shows that our method significantly improves the running time while keeping the increase of the space within 4 times. It can be observed that the working space of rle-lz77-o gets worse as the input is less compressible in terms of RLBWT (especially for Escherichia_Coli).
Figure 1 compares all the tested methods for some selected datasets. It shows that rle-lz77-o exhibits an interesting time-space tradeoff: running in just a few times slower than LZscan while working in compressed space.
Matching Statistics
The Our first idea is to further augment Policriti and Prezza's RLBWT such that, for any position i in the BWT and any character c, we can tell whether cT [SA [i] ] has a longer common prefix with the suffix of T starting with the occurrence of c preceding BWT[i], or with the one starting with the occurrence of c following BWT [i] . Although it sounds at first like this should use Ω(n) space, in fact it takes O(σ) space per run in the BWT, where σ is the alphabet size. With this information, we can compute the p values for the matching statistics, using a right-to-left pass over S.
Once we have the p values, we use a left-to-right pass over S to compute the values. Notice that it would again take time at least proportional to the sum of the values, to start at each T [p i ] and extract characters until finding a mismatch. Since i+1 cannot be less than i − 1, however, if we have a compact data structure that supports O(log log n)-time random access to T -such as the RLZ parse implemented with a y-fast trie or a bitvector [13, 5] then we can compute all the values in O(m log log n) total time using small space. Since the size of the RLZ parse is generally comparable to that of the RLBWT when there is a natural reference sequence, which is the case when dealing with databases of genomes from the same species, using random access to T seems unlikely to be an obstacle in practice. 
Further augmentation
[q] in T p i ← t q ← LF(q) t ← t − 1
Algorithm
As we have said, our algorithm consists of first computing all the p values in the matching statistics using a right-to-left pass over S, then computing all the values using a left-to-right pass. We first choose q to be the position of the first or last character in any run and set t to be its position in T . We then walk backward in S and T until we find a mismatch 
Application: Rare-disease detection
Each substring S[i..i + i − 1] is necessarily a right-maximal substring of S that has a match in T , but not necessarily a left-maximal one. We can easily post-process the matching statistics of S in O(m) time to find the maximal substrings with matches in T : if i = i+1 + 1, then we discard i+1 and p i+1 . Similarly, in O(m) time we can find all the minimal substrings Algorithm 2 Computing values for the matching statistics of S with respect to T , using the p values and random access to T . Again, for simplicity we ignore special cases, such as when some character in S does not occur in T .
procedure computeLs (S, p 1 , . . . , p m )
of S that have no matches in T : for each maximal matching substring of S, extending it either one character to the right or one character to the left yields a minimal non-matching substring; assuming each character in S occurs in T , this yields all the minimal non-matching substrings of S. Finding all the non-matching substrings of a string relative to a large database of strings has applications to bioinformatics, specifically, in rare-disease discovery. For example, we might want to preprocess a large database of human genomes such that when a patient arrives with an unknown disease we suspect to be genetic, we can quickly find all the minimal substrings of his or her genome that do not occur in the database.
Recent and Future Work
We noticed recently (after the submission deadline) that we can easily remove the σ from the space bound in Theorem 6: between two consecutive runs of a character, we need store only a single position where suffixes switch from having a longer common prefix with the suffix following the last character in the earlier run, to having a longer common prefix with the suffix following the first character in the later run. Given a position in the BWT and a character c, we find the preceding and following runs of c's and simply check on which side of the threshold between them the given position lies. We think we have also found an efficient way to build the augmented RLBWT from Theorem 6, by first storing the length of the longest common prefix (LCP) of the suffixes following the characters on either side of each run boundary in the BWT. To find these LCP values, we start at the position in the BWT of the first character of the text, find the positions in the text of its neighbours in the BWT, and use random access to walk backwards in the text, performing character-by-character comparisons until we know the LCP values. We then move to the position in the BWT of the second character in the text. This time, however, we know the LCP values are not less than the previous LCP values minus 1 each, and we can use random access to skip pairs of characters we already know match, avoiding unnecessary comparisons. Repeating this for each character of the text, from left to right, we calculate all the LCP values in O(n log log n) total time, but we store only those at the ends of runs in the BWT. We can then support access to the array of all LCP values at the same time we support access to the suffix array. For each pair of consecutive runs of a character, we scan the LCP array entries between then to find the position of the threshold between them. This takes a total of O(σn log log n) time.
We will update Section 4 appropriately in the full version of this paper. Now that we have a reasonable way of constructing the data structure from Theorem 6, we also plan to implement and test it, working toward a prototype for our target application of rare-disease detection.
